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This week let’s take a look at another situation where an arrow is considered 
not to have been shot. World Archery Rules 12.5. says, “Under no 
circumstances may an arrow be re-shot.” 12.5.1 clarifies situations where an 

arrow is considered not shot. Read the rule and refer to the guidebook for 
this week’s case study. 
 

If you missed it last week, check out the recorded webinar with International 
Judge Megan Tierney and Continental Judge Andy Neville on Para archery 
rules. 

 
Resource 1: 

World Archery Rules Book 3 Chapter 12  - Shooting and Conduct 
 
Resource 2: 

World Archery Judges’ Guidebook page 51 

 
Resource 3: 

Para Archery for Judges Webinar - Megan Tierney and Andy Neville 
 
This Week’s Case Study: 

During the last end of the 1/4 final round in an elimination match, the 
archers are shooting on their own targets. Archer A’s target face becomes 
loose in the wind and folds over just as Archer A was releasing their last 

arrow and the movement caused Archer A to miss the scoring zone. You 
witness this and are serving as a line judge. Archer A requests to be able to 
shoot another arrow. To make things more complicated Archer B realizes 

that they have beat Archer A because of the miss on the last arrow. What do 
you do? 
 

Last Week’s Case Study 
You are judging at a national event and during equipment inspection an 
athlete who is registered in the Recurve Open Division has a stool they want 

to use while shooting. During the inspection you ask the archer for their 
current classification card, which they do not have. The archer explains that 

https://worldarchery.org/rulebook/article/3
http://documents.worldarchery.org/documents/?doc=113
https://vimeo.com/424800455


 

 

they have not been classified before. Can the archer shoot in the Recurve 
Open Division? And can the archer use the stool when shooting? 

 
Answer: No, the archer cannot shoot in the para division without a current 
national classification. The archer may however, use the chair without the 

classification card to shoot in the able-body recurve division. 


